
Powerlifting Gym Equipment

Image Unavailable Having seen this bench up close, it's one industrial piece of kit - the picture really 
doesn't portray how heavy-duty it is! My first words were "Woh! Look at that 
thing!". Read the spec. here...

Price: £1,545.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-powerlifting-competition-bench

These WerkSan calibrated 25kg competition plates are of the highest quality. IWF 
colour-coded full-commercial calibrated olympic plates from Werk San. Werk San 
Sport International are the Turkish equivalent to the Swedish Eleiko or Chinese 
Taishan. Werk San are one of only a few

Price: £335.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate-
25kg

These WerkSan calibrated 20kg competition plates are of the highest quality. IWF 
colour-coded full-commercial calibrated olympic plates from Werk San. Werk San 
Sport International are the Turkish equivalent to the Swedish Eleiko or Chinese 
Taishan. Werk San are one of only a few

Price: £310.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate-
20kg

These WerkSan calibrated 15kg competition plates are of the highest quality. IWF 
colour-coded full-commercial calibrated olympic plates from Werk San. Werk San 
Sport International are the Turkish equivalent to the Swedish Eleiko or Chinese 
Taishan. Werk San are one of only a few

Price: £280.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate-
15kg

These WerkSan calibrated 10kg competition plates are of the highest quality. IWF 
colour-coded full-commercial calibrated olympic plates from Werk San. Werk San 
Sport International are the Turkish equivalent to the Swedish Eleiko or Chinese 
Taishan. Werk San are one of only a few

Price: £247.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate-
10kg
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Maximuscle Leather Power Belt - Great value seriously thick belt !

RRP: £34.99

Our Price: £10.00
You Save: £24.99 - 71 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/maximuscle-powerbelt

With good reason, the Texas Deadlift Bar is the bar of choice for many of the 
worlds top powerlifters. Now, with manufacturing costs rising, the subsequent 
quality of general olympic bars has declined. The bars have declined enough that 
many weight trainers will appreciate the Texas Bars, despite

Price: £565.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/texas-deadlift-bar

Heavy Duty Knee-wraps priced per pair and favored by world class strongmen 
Laurence Shahlaei and powerlifter Del McQueen.

RRP: £19.99

Our Price: £15.00
You Save: £4.99 - 25 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/grss-heavy-duty-knee-wraps

It's been long considered by the average weight lifter that an olympic bar's an 
olympic bar, not so. I (Matt writing) highly recommend you try the Texas Bars – 
you will not regret it! Being in the fortunate position that we've tried most of the 
best strength training kit in the world, our

Price: £395.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/texas-power-bar

Of the three renowned Texas Bars – Squat Bar, Deadlift Bar, Power Bar – the 
Texas Squat Bar is probably my (Matt writing) final/ last choice. Don't get me 
wrong, it's an excellent bar (just like the other two!), it's just the the Texas Power 
Bar is more than adequate for squatting. However, if

Price: £599.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/texas-squat-bar
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Full set of competition-quality calibrated weights and bar. Set includes:
1 x Men's Competition Weightlifting Bar (2200mm, rated to 600kg)
2 x Olympic Competition Calibrated Plate 25kg (450mm x 46mm)
2 x Olympic Competition Calibrated Plate 20kg (450mm x 40mm)
2 x Olympic...

RRP: £2,499.99

Our Price: £1,795.00
You Save: £704.99 - 28 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/olympic-competition-weights-set

Designed for a mono (one) lift, the MonoLift is for powerlifters to achieve their 
absolute one rep. maximum for squat. The benefit over a rack is that the user 
does not have to shuffle their feet around after un-racking and re-racking the bar.

Price: £3,895.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-mono-lift

Made for the most demanding professional, these competition plates are of the 
highest-quality. IWF colour-coded full-commercial calibrated olympic plates from 
Werk San. Werk San Sport International are the Turkish equivalent to the Swedish 
Eleiko or Chinese Taishan. Werk San are one of only a few

Price from£247.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate

Provided in a large 250ml pot for many applications, Liquid Chalk improves grip by 
reducing sweat on the hands. It means you'll now be that little bit closer to your 
new Deadlift and Pull-Up PB's without creating a mess in the gym by using 
traditional chalk.

RRP: £9.99

Our Price: £6.99
You Save: £3.00 - 30 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/liquid-chalk
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Made from North American steel, this is York's slightly more rigid bar suitable for 
static lifts - so, in essence, an all-round bar for powerlifting - bench press, squats, 
deadlifts. With a well-knurled 29mm diameter shaft and the olympic sleeves are 
secured using a bar end nut and spring pin. 

Price: £325.83

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/elite-power-bar
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